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Abstra t

In this paper, we re onsider the de nition of pro rastinating learning ma hines. In the original de nition of Freivalds and Smith [FS93℄,
onstru tive ordinals are used to bound mind hanges. We investigate
possibility of using arbitrary linearly ordered sets to bound mindhanges in similar way. It turns out that using ertain ordered sets it
is possible to de ne indu tive inferen e types di erent from the previously known ones. We investigate properties of the new indu tive
inferen e types and ompare them to other types.
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1 Introdu tion
We study indu tive inferen e using the model developed by Gold [Gol67℄.
There is a well known hierar hy of larger and larger lasses of learnable sets
of phenomena based on the number of time a learning ma hine is allowed
to hange its onje ture. All of these bounds were spe i ed a priori [CS83℄.
Pro rastination is a te hnique introdu ed in [FS93℄ and studied further in
[Amb95, Aps94, JS97℄ to spe ify the nite bound on the number of mindhanges dynami ally during the learning pro ess. It turned out that all the
lasses of learning sets of phenomena based on the dynami ally determined
mind hange bound where larger than all the lasses in the known mind
hange hierar hy. All lasses, with either a predetermined or a dynami ally
determined bound are stri tly smaller than the lass obtained by onsidering
inferen e in the limit as originally studied by Gold.
Indu tive inferen e with pro rastination is obtained from Gold's traditional model of indu tive inferen e [Gol67℄ by allowing indu tive inferen e
ma hines to pro rastinate about number of times they hange their output
onje ture. To formally des ribe su h pro rastination, Freivalds and Smith
[FS93℄ used onstru tive ordinals. The use of onstru tive ordinals in this
ontext provided a very general and exible model with whi h to des ribe
many di erent behaviors of learning ma hines within the same framework.
In this paper we shall return to de nitions of indu tive inferen e with prorastination and onsider the ase of using an arbitrary ordered set instead
of the onstru tive ordinals. We prove that there are parti ular ordered sets,
with onstru tive des riptions, su h that, if these sets are used instead of
onstru tive ordinals, they give rise to new types of indu tive inferen e with
pro rastination that annot be des ribed using only onstru tive ordinals.
We investigate properties of su h ordered sets and relations between sets
whi h an be identi ed in the new model and those whi h an be learned in
the previous model. Some of our results were independently redis overed in
[SSV97℄.
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2 Preliminaries
2.1

Indu tive inferen e of re ursive fun tions

As is traditional in the study of indu tive inferen e, we will use the basi
model of learning in the limit developed by Gold [Gol67℄. As targets of the
learning pro edure, we will use the re ursive (totally omputable) fun tions.
Several authors have argued that this paradigm is suÆ iently general to
model, via suitable en odings, a large variety of real world learning situations
[AS83℄.
In the sequel, we will onsider the learning of a parti ular re ursive fun tion f : IN ! IN. An Indu tive Inferen e Ma hine (abbreviated as IIM) is an
algorithmi devi e that re eives as input the values of fun tion f (0), f (1),   
and tries to guess some program omputing the fun tion f . An IIM outputs
a sequen e of onje tures, ea h omputing some partial re ursive fun tion.
The fun tion f is identi ed by an IIM, if sequen e of onje tures produ ed
when using the range of f as input onverges to a program omputing f . A
set of re ursive fun tions U is identi ed by an IIM M if M identi es ea h
fun tion in U . The set U is identi able if there exists IIM M whi h identi es
this set. The olle tion of all sets whi h are identi able will be denoted as
EX .
2.2

Indu tive inferen e with pro rastination

An IIM makes a mind hange when it outputs a onje ture that is synta tially di erent from the previous one. Two ases have been onsidered. The
rst, alled learning the limit is when the number of mind hanges is nite, but
not bounded a priori. This notion is pre isely the same as EX -identi ation
as de ned above. The se ond ase arises when the number of allowed mindhanges is bounded a priori by some onstant n. In this ase, the learning
pro ess is assumed to stop when (and if) the nth mind hange is made. This
restri ted form of inferen e is alled EXn-identi ation. The lasses EX0 ,
EX1 ,    are de ned analogously with the lass EX . A well known result
from [CS83℄ is that EX0  EX1      EXn  EXn+1      EX .
Freivalds and Smith [FS93℄ proposed a model of identi ation that gives rise
to lasses ontained in EX , but stri tly larger that EXn, for any n. Our new
model, des ribed below, is a generalization of the model used in [FS93℄.
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We now pro eed to de ne our general notion of indu tive inferen e with
pro rastination. Consider a linearly ordered set A with ordering relation
<. For the sake of simpli ity, assume that A has a maximal element. In
the ase where A is well-ordered, it is also a onstru tive ordinal and the
de nition below oin ides pre isely with the one from [FS93℄. Suppose that
ea h indu tive inferen e ma hine has a ounter ontaining an element of A.
With out loss of generality, we will assume that initially, the IIM's ounter
ontains a maximal element of A. Ea h time the IIM makes a mind hange,
the element in its ounter is algorithmi ally repla ed by a smaller element of
A. If there exists no smaller element, then the IIM is blo ked from making
any mind hanges. The fun tion f is identi ed by su h IIM (we shall say:
EXA - identi ed) if the sequen e of output onje tures onverges to orre t
program. Noti e, the due to the well-ordering of A, onvergen e is guaranteed. The olle tion of all sets of fun tions whi h are EXA-identi able will
be denoted by EXA.
We pro eed to onsider three simple examples of parti ular sets A. For the
rst example, onsider A1 = f1; 2; 3g with the ordering relation 1 < 2 < 3.
For this example, the IIM an make only two mind hanges. Initially, the
value 3 will be in its ounter. At the time of the rst mind hange the 3 is
repla ed by 2. At the se ond mind hange 2 is repla ed by 1. No elements
smaller than 1 are in A1, hen e the IIM annot repla e the element in its
ounter and annot make more mind hanges. It an be easily seen that
ea h set of fun tions whi h an be identi ed with two mind hanges an be
EXA1 -identi ed, too. Hen e, EXA1 = EX2 .
For the se ond example, let A2 be the set of all integers whi h are smaller
than 0. For an ordering relation, use the standard less than relation on
integers. Any IIM using this ordering will start with 0 in its ounter. In this
ase, the number of mind hanges made by the IIM is not restri ted at all
sin e n an always be repla ed by (n + 1). Hen e, EXA2 = EX . This
example illustrates what an happen if the set whi h is used for ounting
ontains in nite des ending hains.
For the nal, more interesting example, onsider A3 = IN [ f?g. Again,
use the standard less than relation on natural numbers augmented by n < ?
for all n 2 IN. At the beginning ? is in the ounter. At the time of the
rst onje ture the IIM has to repla e the ? with some natural number n
in the ounter. Subsequently, ea h time the IIM makes a mind hange, it
has to diminish element in its ounter. This an be done at most n times.
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Consequently, the IIM an make at most n mind hanges.
Noti e that an IIM using values from A3 in its ounter behaves by rst
sele ting how many mind hanges it will make at the point when it outputs
its rst onje ture. A similar behavior is shown by some pattern language
learning algorithms. More ompli ated examples of pro rastination stru ture
similar to the third example were given in [FS93℄. Indu tive inferen e with
pro rastination allows us to des ribe bounds on number of mind hanges.
Using various ordered sets we an des ribe many di erent types of bounds
on number of mind hanges.
2.3

Systems of notations

To e e tively manipulate the elements of some in nite set we must assign
notations to them. The notations should be assigned so that they allow us
to algorithmi ally extra t information from the notation. Sometimes, the
natural hoi e of assigning notations is very simple. However, there an be
ases when nding the most natural system is diÆ ult, or even impossible.
Chur h and Kleene [Chu38, CK37, Kle38℄ proposed alling system of notations a eptable if it satis ed ertain onstraints. They de ned an a eptable systems of notations for onstru tive ordinals. It should be noted that
almost every natural way of algorithmi ally des ribing the onstru tive ordinals an be turned into an a eptable system of notations. Let denote the
set of all onstru tive ordinals. Below we modify the de nition of Chur h
and Kleene slightly so as to des ribe arbitrary ordered sets. Suppose that we
have some linearly ordered set A. All elements of set A an be lassi ed into
three groups:
1. The minimal element: An element x is minimal if for all y 2 A, if y 6= x
then y < x. There is at most one minimal element. Sometimes there
will be none.
2. Su essor elements: An element x is a su essor if there exists an
element y su h that y < x and there does not exist a z su h that
y < z < x. Su essor elements have an element immediately pre eding
them in ordering <. For elements y and its su essor x, we shall write
x = y + 1.
3. Limit elements: All other elements of the set A are limit elements.
5

We indu tively de ne a system of notations for A. This system mirrors
the one de ned in [Kle38℄.
De nition 1 A system of notations S for a set A is a mapping vS from a
set of integers DS onto the set A su h that
1. There exists a partial re ursive fun tion kS su h that
(a) If vS (x) is the unique minimal element, then kS (x) = 0;
(b) If vS (x) is a su essor element then kS (x) = 1;
( ) If vS (x) is a limit element then kS (x) = 2.
2. There exists a partial re ursive fun tion pS su h that, if vS (x) is su essor then pS (x) is de ned and vS (x) = vS (pS (x)) + 1.
3. There exists a partial re ursive fun tion qS su h that, if vS (x) is limit
element then qS (x) is de ned, 'qS (x) is total fun tion and vS (x) =
limn vS ('qS (x)(n)).

An important property of su h systems is that there may be several different notations possible for the same element of A.
All of the previous papers on indu tive inferen e with pro rastination
[Amb95, Aps94, FS93℄ onsidered only the ase of using well-ordered sets
( onstru tive ordinals) as mind hange ounters. Freivalds and Smith [FS93℄
and Apstis [Aps94℄ studied indu tive inferen e with pro rastination within
one, xed system of notations. The in uen e of a parti ular hoi e of a system
of notations was investigated in [Amb95℄. Case, Suraj and Jain [CJS95℄
used similar methods to bound the number of mind hanges for fun tions
omputable in limit.
In this paper, we onsider the ase when the set whi h is used as the
mind hange ounter is not well-ordered, e.g. it ontains in nite des ending
hains. There are two possible ases. In the rst ase, the sequen e of notations for some in nite des ending hain an be generated algorithmi ally.
In this ase, an arbitrary EX -identi able set of fun tions an be identi ed.
(See the se ond example, above.) In the se ond ase, there exist in nite des ending hains of elements but notations for the hains annot be generated
algorithmi ally. Using ordered sets in su h systems of notations we an dene new indu tive inferen e types whi h are di erent from previously known
ones. This is the subje t of se tion 3.
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For the sake of brevity we all su h ordered sets with a system of notations as des ribed above onstru tive pseudo-ordinals. More pre isely, a
onstru tive pseudo-ordinal is an ordered set ontaining in nite des ending
hains of elements that an be des ribed in some system of notation so that
there is no re ursive (i.e. omputable) sequen e of notations for any in nite
des ending hain of elements.
In all the theorems below, \system of notations for onstru tive pseudoordinal" means \system of notations for onstru tive pseudo-ordinals su h
that there is no re ursive sequen e of notations for any in nite des ending
hain of elements."

3 Main results
In this se tion we give aÆrmative answers to three fundamental questions.
Firstly, we show that there exist onstru tive pseudo-ordinals. Se ondly,
we show that using pseudo-ordinals as mind hange ounters, we an identify some set that annot be identi ed using only onstru tive ordinals for
ounting mind hanges. Finally, we show that there exist sets whi h are EX identi able but annot be identi ed using onstru tive pseudo-ordinals to
ount mind hanges.
Theorem 1 There exists a linearly ordered set A and a system of notations
S su h that:
1. There exists an in nite des ending hain of elements in A;
2. There is no in nite des ending hain of elements of A for whi h notations in the system S an be generated algorithmi ally.

Proof. Consider a set A onsisting of all elements of the form either a! + b
or !2 a! + b for a; b 2 IN. De ne an ordering on the set A so that

1. a1! + b1 < a2 ! + b2 if a1 < a2 or (a1 = a2 and b1 < b2 );
2. !2 a1 ! + b1 < !2 a2 ! + b2 if a1 > a2 or (a1 = a2 and b1 < b2 );
3. a1! + b1 < !2 a2! + b2 for all a1; a2 ; b1; b2 .
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Next, we de ne a system of notations S for A. S will onsist of notations
and i1;:::;ik + n for all possible k; i1 ; : : : ; ik ; n 2 IN. The notations are
assigned to elements of A as follows:
1. denotes !2;
2. i1;:::;ik + n denotes
(a) n, if for some j 2 f1;    ; kg the omputation of 'j (j ) terminates
within k steps and 'j (j )  ij .
(b) l! +n, where l is smallest number su h that for some j 2 f1;    ; kg
the omputation of 'j (j ) terminates in exa tly k + l steps and
'j (j )  ij .
( ) !2 k! + n, if, for all j 2 f1;    ; kg 'j (j ) < ij or 'j (j ) is
unde ned.
The next task is to de ne the fun tions kS ; pS and qS :
1. kS (x) is de ned to be equal to
(a) 0, if x = i1 ;:::;ik +0 and, for some j 2 f1; : : : ; kg, the omputation
of 'j (j ) terminates within k steps and ij  'j (j ).
(b) 1, if x = i1 ;:::;ik + n and n 6= 0.
( ) 2, otherwise.
2. pS (
3. qS (

+ n) will be equal to i1 ;:::;ik + (n 1).
i1 ;:::;ik + 0) will be a program omputing sequen e
i1 ;:::;ik ;2 + 2, : : :.
i1 ;:::;ik

i1 ;:::;ik ;1

+ 1,

It is easy to see that de nitions of kS ; pS and qS are onsistent with the
des riptions of the notations for elements of A. Ea h element of the set A
has at least one notation. Hen e, there exists in nite des ending hains of
elements. For example, we an take the hain of elements !2; !2 !; !2 2!,
: : : and the orresponding hain of notations , i1 , i1 ;i2 , : : : where i1 ; i2 ; : : :
are su h that, for all j , if 'j (j ) is de ned, then ij > 'j (j ). Hen e, the rst
part of the theorem is proved. It remains to show that there does not exist a
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re ursive fun tion g su h that the sequen e of notations g(1); g(2); : : : denotes
a des ending hain of elements 1 > 2 > : : : from the set A.
For a ontradi tion, assume that su h a re ursive fun tion g exists.
First, noti e that none of the elements of the in nite des ending sequen e
denotes 0 or l! + n. (Otherwise, all elements after that would be of form
l! + n as well and there is no in nite des ending sequen e onsisting of
elements of this form.) This implies that, if a notation i1;:::;ik + n appears in
the sequen e g(0), g(1), : : : then, for every j 2 f1; : : : ; kg, either 'j (j ) < ij
or 'j (j ) is unde ned.
Se ond, for every k, there must be an element of the sequen e !2
0
k ! + n with k0 > k. (Otherwise, there would be the maximum k su h that
! 2 k! + n appears in the sequen e. Then, all the elements in the sequen e
after !2 k! + n must be smaller than !2 k! + n. However, they annot
be !2 k0 ! + n0 with k0 > k. The only other elements of S that are smaller
than !2 k! + n are !2 k! + n 1, !2 k! + n 2, : : :, !2 k! but there
is only a nite number of them and, therefore, they annot form an in nite
de reasing sequen e.)
From the de nition of the system of notation S , we see that all notations
for !2 k0! + n are of the form i1 ;:::;ik0 + n. Therefore, for every k, there
must be an element of g(0); g(1); : : : of the form i1 ;:::;ik0 + n with k0 > k.
Now, onsider the algorithm, whi h, given k, sear hes g(0), g(1), : : :,
nds the rst element i1 ;:::;ik0 + n with k0  k and then outputs ik . This
algorithm omputes a re ursive fun tion h(k). Let m be the index for h, i.e.
'm = h. Then, 'm (m) = im with im taken from the rst element of the form
0
2 k0 ! + n
i1 ;:::;ik0 + n with k > m. However, this element must denote !
and, therefore, we must also have im > 'm(m) or 'm(m) unde ned. A
ontradi tion. 2
We have proved that onstru tive pseudo-ordinals exist. The next two
theorems show that, using onstru tive pseudo-ordinals, we an des ribe indu tive inferen e types di erent from the previously known ones.
Theorem 2 If A is a onstru tive pseudo-ordinal and S is a system of notations for A, then
[
EXS 6
EX
2

Proof. Re all that we are assuming that A has no e e tive in nite des ending hains. We will de ne a set U0 that is in EXS to prove the theorem. No
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neat set theoreti de nition of U0 is known. Instead, we de ne an IIM M0
that EXS identi es a subset of the fun tions of nite support. This subset
will be our U0 . M0 behaves as follows.
M0 starts by inputting f (0) and then produ ing its rst onje ture, a
program omputing fun tion

h(x) = f (0) if x = 0,
0
otherwise.
M0 ontinues reading input in the natural domain order f (0), f (1),    until
it nds f (n) 6= 0. M0 then modi es the notation in its ounter a ording to
the following rules:
1. If the ounter ontains the notation x denoting a su essor element,
repla e it by pS (x) (the notation for the pre eding element);
2. If the ounter ontains the notation x denoting a limit element, repla e
it by 'qS (x) (n).
After modifying the ounter, M0 outputs as a onje ture a program omputing the fun tion
(
xn
h(x) = 0f (x) ifotherwise

We prove by way of ontradi tion that U0 annot be identi ed by any
IIM using onstru tive ordinal to regulate mind hanges. Suppose that M
is su h an IIM. We nd a fun tion from U0 whi h is not identi ed by M .
We start by none e tively hoosing some in nite des ending hain of elements of the set A, 1 ; 2;   . Suppose that 1 is a maximal element of the
set A. (If it is not so, we an repla e 1 with the maximal element of set A and
1 ; 2 ;    will remain an in nite des ending hain.) Next we none e tively
onstru t two sequen es x1 ; x2 ;    and n1; n2 ;   . The sequen e x1 ; x2 ;   
will onsist of notations in the system S . n1; n2 ;    will be a monotoni ally
in reasing sequen e of natural numbers. Simultaneously, we onstru t a sequen e of fun tions, f1 , f2 ,   . x1 will be some notation for 1. Let n1 = 0.
De ne

f1 (x) = 1 if x = n1 ,
0 otherwise.
We indu tively de ne xi , ni and fi for i > 1. We start by rst de ning a
value m as follows.
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1. If xi 1 denotes su essor element, then set m equal to ni 1 + 1 and
2. If xi 1 denotes limit element, then let j denote the smallest number su h
that xi 1 denotes an element greater than j . Take as m the smallest
number su h that m > ni 1 and 'qS (xi 1) (m) denotes an element greater
than j .
Consider the operation of M trying to learn fi 1. If M does not identify fi 1 ,
then xi ; xi+1;    and ni; ni+1;    will be unde ned. If M identi es fi 1 , let
ni be su h that ni  m and, after reading fi 1 (0);    ; fi 1 (ni ), M outputs a
orre t onje ture and does not hange it later. xi will be equal to pS (xi 1 ) if
xi 1 denotes su essor element and 'qS (xi 1 ) (ni ) if xi 1 denotes limit element.
Finally, de ne
(
x = nj for some j 2 f1; : : : ; ig
fi (x) = 10 ifotherwise.
The above pro edure for hoosing x1 ; x2 ;    and n1 ; n2;    is non onstru tive be ause we annot e e tively determine whi h elements of sequen e
'qS (xi 1 ) (0);    are greater than j .
Next, we show that M0 an learn ffiji > 0g and that this set annot be
learned by any IIM using a onstru tive ordinal to regulate mind hanges.
Toward this goal, we onsider what happens when M0 attempts to learn fi .
Using an indu tion argument, we show that:
After reading fi (0);    ; fi(ni), the IIM M0 outputs a orre t onje ture and the notation in its ounter, at that moment is equal
to xi .
If i = 1 we have ni = 0. A ording to the de nition of our IIM M0 we
have that, after reading the rst value f (0) M0 outputs a program omputing
the fun tion h su h that h(0) = f (0) and h(x) = 0 for x > 0. This program
omputes f0 and is a orre t onje ture. After issuing the rst onje ture,
the ounter ontains the notation for the maximal element of A, i.e. x1 .
Suppose indu tively that, after reading fi(0);    ; fi(ni) the IIM M0 outputs a orre t onje ture and puts xi in its ounter. Consider what happens
when M0 next inputs fi+1 . All the values of fi+1 are the same as values
of fi ex ept fi+1(ni+1 ). Hen e, after reading fi+1 (0),   , fi+1 (ni) M0 outputs a program omputing fi and puts xi in its ounter. A ording to the
11

de nition of fi+1, fi+1(ni + 1);    ; fi+1(ni+1 1) are all zeros. So, M0 will
not hange either its onje ture or the notation in ounter while reading
fi+1 (ni + 1);    ; fi+1 (ni+1 1).
From the de nition of fi+1 we know that fi+1(ni+1 ) = 1. Hen e, after
reading fi+1 (ni+1), M0 hanges the value in its ounter. If the notation in
ounter (i.e. xi ) denotes a su essor element, then it is repla ed by notation
for the pre eding element pS (xi ), i.e. xi+1 . If the notation xi denotes a limit
element, then it is repla ed by 'qS (xi) (ni+1), i.e. xi+1 . After the hange of
notation in the ounter, M0 outputs a program omputing the fun tion fi+1 .
We have proved that M0 after reading fi+1(0);    ; fi+1(ni+1 ) puts the
notation xi+1 in its ounter and outputs a orre t onje ture, ompleting the
indu tion.
To see that M0 identi es fi, for ea h i 2 IN noti e that after reading
fi (0);    ; fi (ni ), M0 outputs a orre t onje ture. If x > ni , then fi (x) = 0.
Hen e, M0 does not hange its onje ture later.
To omplete that proof, we assume by way of ontradi tion that an IIM
M , using a onstru tive ordinal to regulate mind hanges, an learn all the
fun tions fi for all i 2 IN. Consider the nonre ursive fun tion
(
x = ni for some i 2 IN
f (x) = 10 ifotherwise
and assume that M re eives f (0); f (1);    as input. From the de nition of
ni we have that for ea h i 2 IN, after reading fi 1 (0);    ; fi 1 (ni 1) i.e.
f (0);    ; f (ni 1) the IIM M outputs as onje ture a program omputing
fi 1 .
Hen e, if M re eives f (0); f (1);    as input, it outputs in nitely many
di erent onje tures: a program omputing f1, a program omputing f2 ,
and so on. This means that M makes in nitely many hanges of onje ture
and, onsequently, in nitely many modi ations to the ordinal on its ounter.
However, in nite des ending sequen es of ordinals do not exist and, hen e, M
annot make in nitely mu h modi ations of the ordinal, even if it re eives
as input a nonre ursive fun tion. This is a ontradi tion, ompleting the
proof of the theorem. 2
Theorem 3 If A is a onstru tive pseudo-ordinal and S is a system of notations for A, then
EXS 6= EX
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Proof. We onsider the set F S onsisting of all fun tions of nite support (all
fun tions f su h that there is at most nite number of x satisfying f (x) 6= 0).
It is well known that F S 2 EX [Gol67℄. We prove that F S 2= EXS for
any system of notations S for a onstru tive pseudo-ordinal. Let M be an
IIM using S to regulate mind hanges. Consider giving M input from the

everywhere 0 fun tion in the natural domain in reasing order. Choose the
least k su h that, after reading f0(0),   , f0 (k), M issues its rst onje ture.
We now de ne a partial re ursive fun tion f in e e tive stages of nite extension. f s denotes the nite initial segment of f de ned prior to stage s and
xs denotes the least value not in the domain of f s . By way of initialization,
set f 0 = f(x; 0)jx  kg. Hen e, x0 = k + 1.
Stage s: Simulate M on two fun tions g1 (x) and g2 (x):
(
xs
s
g1 (x) = 0f1 (x) ifif xx <
 xs
8
>
f1 (x) if x < xs
<
if x = xs
g2s(x) = > 1
:0
if x > xs
Continue the simulations until an i 2 f1; 2g and n  xs are found
with M (gis(0);    ; gis(n)) 6= M (gis(0);    ; gis(xs 1)), a hange of
onje ture. If the i found is 1, then set f (xs) = 0, if i = 2, set
f (xs ) = 1. For all x su h that xs < x  n, set f (x) = 0.
End Stage s.
Clearly, f is a partial re ursive fun tion. Either f is re ursive, or the
domain of f is nite be ause a suitable i and n were not found during some
stage.
Case 1. The domain of f is nite. Suppose that stage s is the least stage
that does not terminate. Then the domain of f is fxjx < xsg. Noti e that
both g1s and g2s are re ursive fun tions. Furthermore, M on input from either
of these two fun tions onverges to M (f (0);    ; f (xs 1)), as otherwise an i
and n would have been found in stage s and stage s would have terminated.
Both g1s and g2s are fun tions of nite support and M fails to identify at least
one of them.
Case 2. f is a re ursive fun tion. Then ea h stage terminates. Hen e, for
ea h s, M (f (0);    f (xs 1)) 6= M (f (0);    f (xs+1 1)). In other words, M
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on input from f makes in nitely many mind hanges. However, if M makes
in nitely many mind hanges on a re ursive fun tion, this means that there
is an in nite omputable sequen e of des ending notations. This ontradi ts
the de nition of onstru tive pseudo-ordinal. Therefore, ase 2 is impossible.

2

In fa t, by using similar methods, we an prove stronger result.

De nition 2 A lass U of total re ursive fun tions is dense if for any initial
segment g (0);    ; g (n) there exists a fun tion f 2 U su h that f (0) = g (0),
: : :, g (n) = f (n).

Evidently, the lass F S is dense. We an prove
Theorem 4 If U is dense, A is onstru tive pseudo-ordinal, and S system
of notations for A, then
U 2= EXS
Proof. Similar to Theorem 3. 2

Next, we ompare our new identi ation types EXS with known identiation types EX for various onstru tive ordinals . From Theorem 2 we
already know that EXS 6 EX for any . The next theorem shows that the
in lusion EX  EXA is possible in some ases.
Theorem 5 If = a! + b for some integers a; b, then, for any ordered set
A ontaining in nite des ending hains and any system of notations S for
elements of A
EX  EXS
Proof. It follows from Theorem 6 below that
EX

 EX!  EXS
2

if the system P is used for ordinals !2 and . The theorem follows from the
result in [Amb95℄ that the identi ation type EX for = a! + b does not
depend on the system of notations that is used. 2
For larger ordinals, the in lusion EX  EXA depends on the system of
notations used for ordinals.
Let P be the system of notations for ordinals up to !2 onsisting of
notations i! + j , for i; j 2 IN and !2, with kP , vP and qP de ned in the
14

natural way (kP (x) = 0 for x = 0, kP (x) = 2 for x = i! and x = !2 and
kP (x) = 1 otherwise). vP (i! + j ) = i! + j 1. qP (! 2) is a program omputing
! , 2! , : : : and qP (i! ) is a program omputing (i 1)! , (i 1)! + 1, : : :).
Theorem 6 If the system of notations P is used for onstru tive ordinals
then

EX!2  EXA

Proof. The proof is a generalization of the proof that every lass of fun tions that is EX -identi able for some < !2 in the system P is also EX identi able in any other system of notations for onstru tive ordinals[Amb95℄.
First, we introdu e some de nitions that we need to generalize the result of
[Amb95℄ to ontru tive pseudoordinals.
Call an element x of the ordered set S large if there exists an in nite
des ending hain of elements whi h are all less than x. x is small if it is not
large. For ea h small element x, the set of all elements smaller than x does
not ontain an in nite des ending hain, e.g. it is well-ordered. Hen e, it is
order-isomorphi to some onstru tive ordinal. We shall denote this ordinal
with uS (x). We note that, if x is a minimal element, then there are no smaller
elements and uS (x) = 0.
Lemma 1 There is an algorithm, whi h, given a notation a from the system
A and a notation i! + j from P , produ es a notation b in the system A su h
that b denotes a smaller element than a and
1. If a is a notation for a large element, then b denotes either a large
element or a small element su h that uS (b)  i! + j .
2. If a is a notation for a small element and uS (a) > i! + j , then b denotes
a small element and uS (b)  i! + j .

Proof. The algorithm is as follows:

1. Enumerate all nite sequen es a1, : : :, an of notations in A su h that
a1 = a and, for every k 2 f2; : : : ; ng, either ak = pA (ak 1 ) (if ak 1
denotes a su esor element) or ak = 'qA(ak 1 )(m) for some m 2 IN (if
ak 1 denotes a limit element).
15

2. When a sequen e a1, : : :, an satisfying one of the following onditions
(a) and (b) is found, output a2.
(a) There are at least i + 1 notations for a limit element among a2 ,
: : :, an .
(b) There are exa tly i notations for a limit element among a2, : : :,
an but none of a2 , : : :, aj +1 denotes a limit element.
Lemma 2 If the algorithm terminates, then a2 is either a large element or
a small element greater than or equal to i! + j .
Proof. We have to show that a2 annot denote a small element whi h is less
than i! + j . Assume that a2 denotes a small element. Then, a3, a4 , : : :, an

all denote small elements as well.
Let ak1 , ak2 , : : : be the notations for limit elements in the sequen e a2 ,
: : :, an . Then, the last of them must be at least ! , the one before that must
be at least 2! and so on. Hen e, if there are i + 1 limit elements, the rst
of them (ak1 ) is at least (i + 1)!. We have k1  2. Therefore, a2 denotes an
element whi h is at least ak1 (and, therefore, at least (i + 1)!).
If there are i notations for limit elements, ak1 an denote i! but k1  j +2
and, therefore, the element denoted by a2 is at least i! + j . (The element
denoted by aj+2 is at least i!. This implies that the element denoted by aj+1
is at least i! + 1, the element denoted by aj is at least i! + 2 and so on, the
element denoted by a2 is at least i! + j .) 2
Next, we show that the algorithm always terminates.
Lemma 3 If a1 is a notation for a large element or a small element that is
more than i! + j , then there is a sequen e satisfying one of onditions (a)
and (b).

Proof. We show a non-e e tive way of onstru ting su h a sequen e.
Let a1 = a. Ea h next element, xk is hosen as follows. If ak 1 denotes a
su essor element, we set ak = pA(ak 1). If ak 1 denotes a limit element, we

do:
1. If ak 1 denotes a large element, there is a m su h that 'qA(ak 1 ) (m) is
large. (Otherwise, all elements smaller than ak 1 would be small and,
then, ak 1 would be small as well.) We set ak = 'qA(ak 1 ) (m).
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2. If ak 1 denotes a small element that is w2 or larger, then we nd m
su h that 'qA(ak 1 )(m) denotes (i + 1)! or larger ordinal and set ak =
'qA(ak 1 ) (m).
3. If ai 1 denote a small element equal to i0 ! for some i0 2 IN, we nd m
su h that 'qA(ak 1 )(m) denotes (i0 1)! + j or larger ordinal and set
ak = 'qA(ak 1 ) (m).
We stop if ak be omes equal to the minimum element or if there are i +1 limit
elements in the sequen e. Note that one of these two things always happens.
(Otherwise, the elements after the last limit element would form an in nite
sequen e where ea h next element is the prede essor of the previous element.
The prede essor an be omputed eÆ iently. Therefore, this would be a
omputable in nite des ending sequen e of notations in A. However, A is a
onstru tive pseudoordinal and this means that su h sequen es do not exist.)
If a1 denotes a large element, then all other elements of the sequen e
denote large elements as well. Therefore, ak never be omes equal to the
minimum element (whi h is small) and we get a sequen e with i + 1 limit
elements.
If a1 is a small element that is (i + 1)! + 1 or greater, then the rst limit
element in the sequen e is at least (i +1)!. The next limit element is at least
i! and so on. This means that we get a sequen e with i + 1 limit elements.
Finally, if a1 is (i + 1)! or i! + j 0 for j 0 > j , then the rst limit element
among a2, : : :, an is i!, the next limit element is (i 1)! and so on. This
means that there are i limit elements among a2 , : : :, an: i!, (i 1)!, (i 2)!,
: : :, ! .
To prove that the ondition (b) is true, it remains to show that none of
a2 , : : :, aj +1 is a limit element. To prove this, noti e that a2 denotes i! + j 00
for some j 00  j . (If a1 denotes i! + j 0, then a2 is just i! + j 0 1. If a1 denotes
(i + 1)!, the rules for hoosing a2 from the sequen e 'qP (a1 ) (m) guarantee
than a2 is at least i! + j .)
This implies that a3 denotes i! + j 00 1, a4 denotes i! + j 00 2 and so
on, with aj+1 denoting i! + j 00 j + 1. All of these are su essor elements
be ause j 00  j . 2
The set of all nite sequen es a1 , a2, : : :, an su h that a1 = a and ak
is pA(ak 1) or 'qA(ak 1 ) (m) for all k 2 f2; : : : ; ng is re ursively enumerable.
Therefore, the algorithm an enumerate all su h sequen es and, at some
17

point, it nds the sequen e of Lemma 3. Then, it terminates and outputs a2
(whi h is orre t answer by Lemma 2). 2
Lemma 1 allows us to transform an arbitrary EX!2 - identi ation algorithm (working in system of notations P ) into EXA- identi ation algorithm.
All the onje tures of algorithm remain the same. Notations in the ounter
are transformed as follows:
1. If the EX!2 - algorithm puts !2 on the ounter, then the EXA- algorithm puts the notation for the maximal element on its ounter.
2. When the EX!2 algorithm hanges the ordinal notation on its ounter
to i! + j , the EXA algorithm runs the subroutine from Lemma 1 with
i! + j and the notation a that is on the ounter of EXA -algorithm.
The subroutine nds a notation b that denotes a smaller element than
a. The EXA -algorithm hanges the notation on its ounter from a to
b.
Lemma 1 guarantees that the ounter of the EXA algorithm will always
ontain either a notation for large element or a notation for a small element a
su h that uS (a) is greater or equal to the ordinal in the ounter of the EX!2
algorithm. Hen e, ea h time the EX!2 algorithm hanges the notation in
its ounter, the EXA algorithm also makes a hange. This means that the
number of allowed mind hanges for the EXA algorithm will be at least the
same as for the EX!2 algorithm.
We have proven that the onstru ted EXA algorithm will be equivalent
to the given EX!2 algorithm. 2
Theorem 7 There exists a system of notations R for onstru tive ordinals
su h that in system R,
EX!2 6 EXA
Proof. De ne
Uh = ff is total re ursive and there are at most h(f (0)) 1

values su h that x > 0 that f (x) 6= 0g
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De nition 3 The total fun tion f : IN

! IN is

alled omputable as the
limit of a monotone fun tion if there exists total re ursive fun tion g (x; y )
su h that for ea h xed x, g (x; y ) is nonde reasing and onverges to f (x).

The following lemma was proved in [Amb95℄.
Lemma 4 [Amb95℄ If h is omputable as the limit of a monotone fun tion
then

Uh 2 EX!2

for some system of notations R.

It remains to onstru t fun tion h su h that Uh 2= EXA. Our onstru tion
is similar to the onstru tion of su h fun tion for onstru tive ordinals in the
proof of Lemma 7 in [Amb95℄. We give it below.
Lemma 5 There exists a fun tion h whi h is omputable as a limit of a
monotone fun tion su h that

Uh 2= EXA
Proof. Let M1 , M2 ,    be a list of all IIMs that use a system of notations
S for the ordered set A to regulate mind hanges. We suppose that ea h
of these ma hines starts with a maximal element of A in its ounter. Next
we onstru t a fun tion g(x; i) so that it onverges in the limit to h(x) and
Uh 2= EXA . Our onstru tion will guarantee that for ea h i, IIM Mi does
not identify some fun tion f su h that f 2 Uh and f (0) = i. The following
algorithm omputes g(i; x) and simultaneously onstru ts two fun tions f1
and f2 su h that Mi an not identify both of them.

1. Set j = k = 0 and m = 1. De ne
f1 (x) =

(

i if x = 0

0 otherwise

2. Simulate the rst j steps of the omputation of Mi on input from the
fun tion f1 . If Mi does not output any onje tures, then set g(i; j ) = m,
j = j + 1 and repeat. If a onje ture is produ ed, go to the next step.
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3. Let t be the onje ture produ ed in step 2 and k the number of values
of the fun tion f1 that Mi needed to rst produ e the onje ture. Set
m = m + 1, g (i; j ) = m, and j = j + 1. De ne:
f2 (x) =

(

f1 (x) if x < k
1
if x  k

Go to the next step.
4. Simulate j steps of the omputations of Mi on fun tions f1 and f2 ,
extending the domain of f2 by adding points (x; 0) to its graph as
needed. If Mi does not hange its onje ture from t on either one of
these fun tions, then set g(i; j ) = m and j = j +1. Repeat this step. If
no mind hange is found, then f2 will be de ned to be a total fun tion
in this step.
5. Suppose Mi hanged its onje ture to t on input from fl (l 2 f1; 2g),
Let k be the number of values of the fun tion fl that were input in
order to produ e the new onje ture. De ne the new f1 (x) and f2(x)
as extensions of fl (x). Namely, let
f1 (x) =

(

(

fl (x) if x < k
0
if x  k

fl (x) if x < k
1
if x  k
Set m = m + 1, g(i; j ) = m, j = j + 1, and go to 4.
f2 (x) =

If Step 5 is exe uted in nitely many times, we an onstru t a re ursive
fun tion f on whi h Mi makes in nitely many mind hanges. This is impossible. (If there was su h a fun tion f , the notations that appear on the ounter
of Mi while reading f , would form an in nite sequen e of des ending notations and this sequen e would be re ursive be ause f is re ursive. However,
there is no re ursive in nite des ending sequen es in the system of notations
A.)
Hen e, Step 5 is exe uted only a nite number of times. So, m is in remented a nite number of times and h(i) = limx!1 g(i; x) always exists.
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Consider the last time when Step 5 is exe uted. After this time f1 (x) and
f2 (x) are two di erent fun tions on whi h Mi outputs the same onje ture
t and never later hanges from t. Hen e, Mi annot identify both of these
fun tions. It an be he ked that while the algorithm works, g(i; j ) = m
remains greater than number of x's su h that f1 (x) 6= 0 or f2 (x) 6= 0 and
x > 0. Hen e, the number of x's su h that f1 (x) 6= 0 or f2 (x) 6= 0 and x > 0
is less than h(i) and f1 ; f2 2 Uh.
We have proved that, for arbitrary IIM Mi there exists a fun tion whi h
belongs to Uh but is not EXS identi ed by Mi . 2
From Lemmas 4 and 5 the theorem follows. 2
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